LA Assignment
Sentence Diagramming 1

Directions:

1. Read all of these directions before beginning the assignment.
2. In your Language Arts Notebook, on the next blank page in the assignments section, write “Sent Diag 1” at the top, as the title for the assignment. Write the date in the upper right-hand corner of the page.
3. Copy the sentences below into your notebook and then diagram each one.
4. Re-read your assignment and make any necessary changes or corrections. You should be turning in your BEST work.
5. Mark the date on which you completed this assignment on your work plan.
6. Turn your Language Arts Notebook into your mailbox, no later than the due date listed on your work plan.

Sentences:

1. Grass grows.
2. Dogs play.
3. Cats and kittens purr.
5. Caroline wrote and drew.
7. Connor and Kelsey tried, but lost.
8. Emily and Erica dance and sing.
10. Alexis, Pam, and Li sang.
11. She and I draw and paint.
12. Mother washes and dries.
13. Elena will dance.
14. Tigger jumped and slid.